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How should we understand performance’s role in shaping gendered desires? I theorize
how masculinity is managed through nō performance by examining how fraternal bonds
depend upon particular forms of theatricality to thrive. In the playDōjōji, especially, the
aspiring professional actor’s virtuosity relies on a feminine protagonist’s riveting display
of physical restraint. I consider how this spectacle functions within two overlapping
homosocial spheres: the all-male temple community depicted in Dōjōji and the
overwhelmingly male community of professional nō actors for which Dōjōji serves as an
initiation. I read the play allegorically to theorize “spectacular discipline,” a distinctive
form of virtuosic restraint that bridges these two spheres and enthralls viewers in part by
sublimating subjection. I argue that transgressive femininity proves serviceable to
patriarchal regimes operating both onstage and off.
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Setting the Stage
Scene: The “bell-entering” ofDōjōji.Now the knot has been untied; stage

attendants’ hands clench rope, keeping the bell aloft. Above the actor’s head, the
hanging prop shadows his shoulders as he centers his torso underneath it—
stiffened fingers grazing its circumference as he aligns his spine, striking a “Y”
with uplifted arms—and calculates the seconds until he launches into this
transitory tomb.
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My analysis orbits this scene’s suspenseful axis. With this
rendition of social death the nō play Dōjōji stresses a pivotal node in the
drama of transforming one’s status and subjectivity by casting oneself
into the bell. I open with this chargedmoment because it encapsulates a
productive friction between competing forces. Instilled with decades of
training, primed for his momentous leap, the actor’s tensed limbs
remind us that “becoming the subject requires a kind of mastery
indistinguishable from submission,” where “‘Becoming’ is no simple or
continuous affair, but an uneasy practice of repetition and its risks,
compelled yet incomplete, wavering on the horizon of social being”
(Butler 1997: 30). Here the nō actor stands poised on the cusp of a
becoming as he strives for professional status. Entrance to this predo-
minantly male world—earning recognition as a full-fledged subject—
demands a style of submission to notions ofmastery based on embodying
forms of spectacular restraint onstage. Arms raised to the bell’s rim, he
orients himself within its constrained scope: the picture of victory just
prior to being sucked into the void. Swallowed by the bell, the actor’s
former identity fades as his desire for acceptanceby a community ofmale
actorsbloomswithina framework lacedwithviolence.AsTsumuraReijirō

FIGURE 1. An actor steadies himself before jumping into Dōjōji’s bell prop.
(Screenshot from Noh Dojoji)
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attests, “For a Nō actor this play represents the single most important
barrier tobeovercome inorder tobeacceptedasa fullyqualifiedmember
of his profession. The critical evaluation of this first performance is of
such importance that it can dominate the course of his professional life.
This is because it is impossible to successfully performDōjōjiwithout a full
mastery and understanding of all the essential elements of his craft”
(Tsumura 1984: 105).

Akin to the marginal female dancer he portrays, the aspiring nō
actor appears in this threshold moment to embrace subjection,
encompassed by urges that both bind and inspire his ascent. I theorize
this pivotal instant’s implications for how fictional and actual andro-
centric communities cohere. In Dōjōji, especially, the aspiring profes-
sional actor’s virtuosity relies upon a riveting display of physical restraint.
Focusing on questions of gender and performance, I examine the
simultaneously dominative and generative potentials of this restraint—
what I term “spectacular discipline”—as operative in the context of nō
dance-drama.

How shouldweunderstand the role of performance in tightening
or threatening fraternal bonds? Feminist analyses of the play have
considered its symbolism as part of a medieval religious milieu (e.g., Dix
2009; Klein 1991), yet left unexamined has been Dōjōji’s role within a
modern gendered context. I therefore explore Dōjōji’s signature
characteristics—the ranbyōshi or “aberrant rhythm” dance, bell-entrance
(kane-iri), andcostumechanges—to investigate theplay’s shiftingnotions
of gender, desire, and the performing body’s role in negotiating
boundaries onstage and off.1 I consider how performance functions
within two overlapping homosocial spheres: the all-male temple
community depicted in Dōjōji and the overwhelmingly male community
of professional nō actors for which Dōjōji serves as an initiation. Given
structural similarities between these communities, I read the play
allegorically to theorize “spectacular discipline,” a form of theatricality
that bridges these two spheres. Spectacular discipline functions as
a distinctive form of highly skilled restraint—exerted on another or
oneself—whose enactment captivates viewers not just by virtue of the
virtuosity displayed, but through how it aestheticizes subjection.

Broadly speaking, I want to theorize how masculinity is shaped
and sustained through nō performance. In thinking through the
maintenance of masculinity, I examine how homosocial ties depend
upon particular types of theatricality as a galvanizing force. Under-
standing how Dōjōji’s fictional monastic community coheres requires us
to analyze how desire and violence intertwine. As a concept, subjection
fuses these two forces: “‘Subjection’ signifies the process of becoming
subordinated by power as well as the process of becoming a subject”
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(Butler 1997: 2). This conjoined subordination and becoming—
subjectification—relies on a patently gendered spectacle of discipline.
By contrast to that of the medieval monastery, the male-homosociality
of the contemporary nō world is less draconian, though it endures
despite postwar legal challenges to its sanctity. Female performers have
spurred nō’s development since its inception in the 1300s (Miyanishi
2006b; Wakita 2001), but female actors have only been granted
professional recognition since 1948 (Rath 2001: 97). Consequently,
aware of its thematic emphasis on women’s exclusion, we must keep in
mind Dōjōji’s crucial role as a boundary-marking play determining a
professional actor’s fate within a patriarchal domain.

Therefore, my discussion can be divided into two components:
an extended thematic reading of Dōjōji’s gendered dimensions, and a
more speculative consideration of how spectacular discipline operates
within and without the play—particularly where today’s aspiring female
nō actors are concerned. I argue that the figure of the androgynous
female dancer proves serviceable to male homosocial regimes. Her
disruptive presence and the spectacle of her unconventional embodi-
ment allow men to exercise discipline in punitive, productive ways that
strengthen solidarity within their imagined and actual communities.
Myriad historical differences notwithstanding, this investment in
enforcing the boundaries of male homosocial spheres links the
medieval male monastic and contemporary nō actor communities, even
as the latter has reluctantly allowed women professional membership
since 1948. At the end of this article, I will return to consider how this
challenge to nō’s male homosocial community impacts the few female
actors daring to perform Dōjōji.

Displays of spectacular discipline, such as those occurring
during the ranbyōshi, bell-entrance, and under-bell costume change,
earn performers entrance into the exclusively or predominantly male
domains they long to access—worlds built on- and offstage. Two
performing figures fascinate me for the transformative trials they
willingly undergo: Dōjōji’s protagonist, who dances in male clothing to
infiltrate the all-male temple, and the aspiring nō actor, ordinarily a
male who—costumed as the woman who then adds an additional
masculine costume element—must perform Dōjōji proficiently to be
recognized as a professional.2 Interestingly, both these performersmust
display a distinctive self-restraint, walking a fine line to convince male
arbiters they deserve entrance. Harsh consequences befall the actor
who fails to perform acceptably: risk of injury, shame, and wasting the
enormous time and funds this showpiece requires.

In both cases, entering these homosocial male communities
hinges on captivating performances. Whether dancing to entrance
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gullible temple guards or proclaim competent composure, each
performer maneuvers to stand out as unthreatening. Both performers
carefully allay suspicions regarding the potential risks accentuated by
their liminal presence. Abjection tinges their bodies, even as the “abject
is edged with the sublime” (Kristeva 1982: 11). Perched at supervised
thresholds they long to cross, they have to stand out—without
displaying disqualifying excess. This theatrical predicament absorbs
audiences as these performers exhibit their desire for access through
submission to communal norms:

The Nō player in his twenties is quite aware that he cannot expect
much recognition, certainly not fame, until this segment of his life is
over—regardless of the excellence of his skills. He will employ none
of the Western tricks of showiness, scene-stealing, or direct audience
appeal—not even grace or dexterity for their own sake—since all
components in a performance must be weighted equally if irreparable
damage is not to be done to the totality. Only the purest controlled
perfectionism and concentration may be relied upon to gain
attention . . . . (Johnson 1985: 292)

Preliminary Considerations
Dōjōji’s textual basis includes stories from the Konjaku

monogatari shū (Collected Tales of Times Now Past, ca. 1120) that
concern a girl or woman who becomes a serpent-demon and pursues a
priest who broke his promise to marry her. He flees to a temple, and,
driven by a molten rage, she incinerates him by coiling around
the temple bell he hides inside. In the play, a woman arrives at the
temple, infiltrates it by dancing, and eventually disappears into the
bell. Soon, “The bell rises and the demon appears, in the form of the
serpent. The demon again tries to vent her wrath on the bell but this
time is defeated by the power of the holy prayers” (Komparu 1983:
94–95).

Dōjōji is one of three fourth-category, ormiscellaneous, plays that
is also a “demonic woman piece.”3 Thought to be Komparu Zenpō’s
(1454–1532?) revision of Kanemaki (Enwrapping the Bell), an earlier
play by Kanze Kojirō Nobumitsu (1435–1516), the play’s earliest
recorded performance occurs in 1536 and no record of its forbear
exists before 1504 (Matsuoka and Yamanaka 1986), nor did older
versions feature the ranbyōshi or bell prop (Nose 1958: 1360). Citing the
late-medieval rise of furyū nō, with their “complex narratives and
flamboyant visual style,” Beng Choo Lim adds that playwrights like
“[Zenpō and Nobumitsu] composed plays that challenge the conven-
tional nō structure and style from Zeami’s time (1363–1443), although
only Nobumitsu was able to skillfully incorporate novel elements
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without upsetting the existing nō framework” (Lim 2005: 49). Susan
Klein argues that the play’s revision, which omitted lines portraying a
sympathetic protagonist’s spiritual salvation, indicates “a strain of
misogyny that is actually intensified in the later Noh versions of the
story” (p. 295). Similarly, Wakita Haruko stresses how the woman’s
narration of her true feelings is totally absent: superseded by the head
monk’s account and spectacles like the ranbyōshi (Wakita 2013: 222).

Dōjōji’s main actor (shite) plays a shirabyōshi in the first act, and
then her snake-demon counterpart in act two. As Shimazaki Chifumi
describes, “Shirabyōshi [lit. “white rhythm”] is a dance which was popular
during the late Heian [794–1185] and the succeeding Kamakura
[1185–1333] periods. It was performed by a female dancer, also called
shirabyōshi, attired in a man’s costume consisting of a white robe and
long trailing white trousers” (Shimazaki 1976: 3). Several other
performers also appear: Dōjōji’s head priest, his retinue, and two
bumbling temple attendants. There are also the flute, hip-drum,
shoulder-drum, and stick-drum players, as well as the eight chorus
members and extra six to eight stage attendants who transport,
raise, and secure the huge bell prop to a pulley stage-center (Bethe
2002: 112). Once all of these people have positioned themselves on
and around the stage, its rear and side teem with men—a key detail

FIGURE 2. Kanze Kiyokazu entering as the shirabyōshi. (Screenshot from Noh
Dojoji)
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given Dōjōji’s prominent themes of male homosocial desire and
anxiety.

Crucially, a nō actor’s first Dōjōji performance constitutes a
“graduation piece” granting him professional status (Klein 1991:
291–292; Rath 2004: 157). This amplified display of highly disciplined
physicality enjoins heightened audience attention. The actor’s focused
exertion emerges as a palpable effort in Dojoji arguably more than that
in any other nō play. Kanze school actor Tsumura Reijirō stresses that
“the piece demands a particularly high level of dance skill and great
stamina from the performer” (Tsumura 1984: 105), and commentators
inevitably mention the incredible toll Dōjōji takes on the shite’s physical
strength, an exhaustion that sees its analogue in the hefty financial
expense incurred to stage the play—let alone attend it (Hata 1992).
Expenses abound: extra manpower, license fees to learn the top secret
ranbyōshi, money spent on numerous additional practices with the
shoulder-drum player. Yet despite whatever financial profit Dōjōji
grosses, its main significance lies in its initiation, thus such expenses are
overshadowed once the aspirant bursts upward to seize new standing
amongst his nō brethren.

Stylized Templates of Femininity
To understand Dōjōji better, we first need to consider how

gender and performance operate in the context of nō more broadly.
Given the abstract nature of many nō gestures, a codified femininity
must be performed, not simply expressed, as Ayako Kano reminds us
(Kano 1995: 70–73). The gender-bending shirabyōshi figure proved
ripe for dramatic appropriation and permutation. Often a vehicle
for expressing grief and madness, the shirabyōshi resonated with
vengeful, erotic, and even shamanistic overtones. For Abe Yasurō, the
marginal status of women like itinerant courtesans (asobi) and
shirabyōshi engendered their sacredness (Abe 1989: 213–223). Although
Takeda Sachiko notes that in premodern Japan “gender crossing in
clothing was one area left untouched by any formal governmental
regulations or religious prescriptions” (Takeda 1999: 63), the
shirabyōshi’s skill and androgynous costuming nonetheless made her
a hot commodity among nobles, popular audiences, and playwrights.
Her longstanding appeal derived from a theatrical potential for
song, dance, and emotional conflict reminiscent of Zeami’s beloved
madwoman archetype: “As long as the character is mysteriously
beautiful, whatever is done should be interesting. The character’s
appearance should be beautiful, the melody skillfully inflected,
the actor’s technical skill pushed to its limit, and the play colorful”
(Hare 1986: 132).
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Exterior motions manifest this mysterious beauty. Rather than
describe the feminine madness, then, the actor must enact it, with
meticulous garments and gestures. “Pushed to its limit” (koto o tsukushi)
denotes a link between the “exhaustion” of skills and the enactment of
this role-type, a connection we witness in Dōjōji’s notoriously taxing
ranbyōshi (Omote and Katō 1974: 138). Resembling the madwoman
character, which brimmed with visual potential and physical aptitude,
the pliable shirabyōshi figure accommodates divergent approaches,
echoing subtler Zeami-era tropes while still satisfying Zenpō and
Nobumitsu’s penchant for flashy brawls.4 The mere presence of the
cross-dressing woman as a recurrent figure across plays suggests
performance of this marginal gendered identity captivated medieval
playwrights and their audiences.

Effecting a believable courtier was not the point, for, in giving
guidelines for portraying shirabyōshi, Zeami focuses exclusively on
chanting and dancing: “they should chant a waka, intone an issei [short
entrance song], and sing in a high register. Staying strictly in time, then
stamping their feet, they should make their exit dancing” (Hare 1986:
132). Zeami’s emphasis on the nonimitative qualities of the shirabyōshi’s
performance makes clear that it doesn’t hinge upon miming an
original source—male or female. Hence my discussion examines what
this complex figure does: how it functions within nō’s misogynistic
dramatization of medieval Japanese society, and how this fictional
dancer’s plight allegorizes something of the modern female actor’s
quandary within today’s nō world.

Let me make clear, though, that I am not interested in how
faithfullyDōjōji’s fictionalmedievaldramatizationreflectsactualmedieval
Japanese society. Instead, I am interested in how the play’s themes of
gendered performance, policing male preserves, and its function as a
proving ground, imply parallels for postwar nō female actors. Thus I am
not arguing for equivalence between medieval and contemporary
initiation practices across monastic and theatrical contexts. Rather, I
merely suggest these two otherwise disparate contexts both institutio-
nalize female exclusion in ways that deserve consideration.

Male Domains, Misogyny, and Marginality
The female protagonist’s incursion is situated within a male-

homosocialcontextofmedievalmonasticism,whichhosteda spectrumof
regulatory and erotic practices framing the shirabyōshi’s performative
function. As Paul Atkins notes about adolescent males attached to
Buddhist temples in medieval Japan, “chigo [young male temple
attendants] are often depicted in sexual relationships with Buddhist
clerics” (Atkins 2008: 949).Sachi Schmidt-Hori adds that “Frommedieval
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times through the early modern period, pederasty was a prevalent
practice among clergy, noblemen, feudal lords, and wealthy merchants.
Despite their vow of celibacy, high-ranking Buddhist monks’ sexual
relationships with chigo were not clandestine” (Schmidt-Hori 2009:
383–384). Temple pederasty therefore prevailed, forming a powerfully
structuring component of the homosocial subtext staged in Dōjōji.

Notably, the prevalence of sex between temple males aside,
misogyny takescenter stage.Thiscontempt seemsconnectedtoabroader
medieval Japanese erotic and spiritual economy. For example, William
LaFleur explains thatwhile “thenormative textswanted tomake sure that
monasteries would not be publicly—that is, extrinsically—perceived
as locations tolerant of homosexual sex, [ . . . ] the far greater danger
to the goals intrinsic to the Buddhist vocation was, in fact, heterosexual
sex” (LaFleur 2002: 63). This perceived peril explains both the
shirabyōshi’s allure and expulsion. As Bernard Faure observes, “misogyny
is fundamental among Buddhist ascetics—always worried about incon-
tinence and the subsequent spiritual impotence—and the ‘fathers’
were always concerned with the cohesion of their male community”
(Faure, 1998: 141).

These worries stemmed partly from the tenuousness of the
medieval monastic order. William Bodiford notes that “[T]he vast
majority of Japanese Buddhist monks took monastic vows no more
demanding than those asked of laymen and laywomen. Many
distinctions between a lay lifestyle and amonastic one were abandoned”
(Bodiford, 2005: 185). Indeed, alongside the fantastical feminine
dangers it dramatizes, Dōjōji spotlights the fallibility of these male
homosocial communities. Ushiyama Yoshiyuki notes that this historical
shift meant “the social order based on ‘Regulations for Monks and
Nuns’ was being inexorably eroded,” replacing the state-led model of
women’s exclusion with “a form of ‘nyonin kinzei’ which individual
monasteries enforced as they saw fit,” which could involve “go[ing] to
unnecessary lengths to shun women” (Ushiyama 2009: 51–52).

Male bonding can magnify misogyny, which reinforces sexual
difference at women’s expense. The concept of homosocial male bonds
helps explain the nature of the men’s attraction to the female dancer;
their mix of lust and contempt nourishes fraternity. After the Dōjōji
abbot takes the stage with his two priest companions and confirms the
bell’s raising, he announces the temple’s “prohibition on women”
(nyonin kinzei): “We will hold the dedication ceremony today. For
certain reasons known to me, let it be known that women are strictly
forbidden from entering the courtyard where the service will be held”
(YKS: 131).5 This proclamation consecrates Dōjōji’s inner courtyard
and reflects medieval religious exclusionary practices toward women
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(see Faure 2003; Ruch 2002; Ushiyama 2009). The performative
utterance carving this border between sacred and profane areas occurs
in strictly gendered terms, designating the dedicatory ritual’s area as
both sacrosanct andmasculine. In barringDōjōji’s courtyard to women,
the abbot thus consolidates both the borders of sacred space and the
identity of the male community inhabiting it. The monks and bell
become the central entities entrenched in contradistinction to the
nonsacred, non-male, figure now flagged as peripheral.

Dōjōji’s emphasis on marginality arouses interest. Keenly self-
aware of her marginal status, the woman announces, “You have before
you a shirabyōshi who lives on the outskirts of this domain” (Kore wa kono
kuni no katawara ni sumu shirabyōshi nite sōrō) (p. 132). The woman’s
social marginality bears important implications for the gender shifts she
performs. Coaxing the watchman to allow her inside, the shirabyōshi
says: “For a woman like me (warera gotoki no onna wa), setting foot on
Buddhist service grounds such as these would surely help lessen my sins
a bit” (p. 133).

Among the Five Hindrances, which impede women’s path to
Enlightenment, Lust is taken to be particularly sinful (Taira 1992:
408–411).Likewise, theThreeObediences(toone’s father,husband,and
son) place an added soteriological burden on women. Although these
obstacles impact the shirabyōshi’s religious fate, in the context of Dōjōji’s
Buddhist prohibition perhaps the most damning association she must
overcome is themonks’ aversion todefilement, amaligningofmenstrual
blood (Nakano 1998: 76–77). Interestingly, however, Nakano Yuko notes
that thewomenwhofall into theBloodPoolofWickedness “are thosewho
defymen and cause them inconvenience—revealing the true sentiments
of a male-centered society” (p. 68). Although notions of female impurity
underwrote women’s exclusion from sacred centers, the concept of
female blood pollution is overdetermined by a more immediate male
concern with women’s capitulation to religious patriarchy.

Permeating the Perimeter
Before letting the shirabyōshi enter, the two attendants discuss

their hesitancy to do so. Although their superiors forbade women’s
entrance, one attendant confesses the prospect of watching this woman
dance is “young monks’ desire” (wakadaishutachi no nozomi). The
attendants’ wish to see her perform supersedes their temple loyalties,
however: “Now, while everyone is busy laboring with the bell, we’ll make
this shirabyōshi dance for us.” Finally, one of the insubordinates remarks,
“we mustn’t leak [news of this] to everyone on the monks’ council”
(ono-ono shugi ni wa more sōrō maji) (YKS: 134). Faure’s comment about
incontinence and spiritual impotencematters here. The two attendants
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worry about knowledge of their misdeed “leaking” (moru) to other
monks, but “moru’s” moist resonance also intimates a more pressing
male concern with tangible consequences of watching the dancer:
becoming sexually aroused.

Yet, we can’t take their heterosexuality for granted, since the
shirabyōshi’s seduction trades on an ambiguity between masculine and
feminine traits. Buddhist patriarchs’ concern multiplies at the threat
posed by a figure that could alternately stir their community’s
heterosexual and homoerotic passions. Ironically, the attendants’
decision to let the shirabyōshi into Dōjōji shows that the Buddhist
fathers’ worries about female subversion are misplaced. Since women’s
subversion is contingent upon male desire and transgression, monastic
cohesion’s true threat is posed by the men themselves. The shirabyōshi’s
penetration of the temple’s inner border is only achievable through
these monks’ own misconduct.

The shirabyōshi’s performance for the guards serves as
performative currency that facilitates an illicit transaction as they
exchange her show for temple entrance. Her self-designation as other
than “woman,” sheds the onus from the disobedient men’s voyeurism.
The attendants eventually explain their disobedience to the abbot by
saying, “We told her that [there was a nyonin kinzei], but [she said] she
was different from ordinary women” (sono yoshi mōshite sōraedomo yo no
nyonin ni wa kawari) (p. 138). The shirabyōshi’s strategic restraint enables
subversion of Buddhist injunctions.

Donning the courtier cap, the dancer skirts a gender boundary.
Accordingly, the dancer’s performance occurs on the border of the
temple’s inner courtyard (kuyō no niwa), the boundary between secular
and religious spaces. The shirabyōshi designates herself as a “woman
living on this domain’s margins” and, fittingly, her performance occurs
near the gate (rachi) that obstructs entrance into Dōjōji’s sanctum. The
dancer’s marginal status conditions her ability to shape-shift smoothly
and subtends her knack for negotiating the constraint such margins
incur. Her ability to dress and perform in masculine costume lets her
circumvent the prohibition on ordinary women. This ability dovetails
with Faure’s observation that “it seems that the only women valorized in
Buddhist discourse are those who, in a way, are not truly feminine”
(Faure 2003: 204). The woman’s plain statement, coupled with dancing
in special costume, is enough to convince the temple servants that she
doesn’t signify as properly “female.”

Cunning Garments and Layered Desires
According to Monica Bethe, “the costumes for Dōjōji are more

precisely described than those for most noh plays” (Bethe 2002: 210).
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By donning the eboshi, or male courtier’s hat, the woman amplifies
ambivalence. She covers her hair, temporarily concealing that potent
sexual signifier—tangled with associations of self-possession and
feminine wrath. This act symbolically blunts the stigma normally
ascribed to her sex through garb marking her as “no ordinary woman,”
deferring repercussions for daring temple entry.

After the temple attendant hands the shirabyōshi the eboshi she is
to perform in, the woman exclaims: “How delighted I am! And so I’ll
dance. The courtier’s hat makes its way to me, I borrow it for the
moment (eboshi o kari ni kite), donning it slowly, wielding my fan in
various vivid ways (iroiro ni) immediately I proceed with my dance”
(YKS: 134). The shite delivers these lines right after the “onstage
costume change” (monogi) occurs. Significantly, this costume change, in
which the woman is given the tall court cap, actually occurs not on the
main area of the stage proper, but on its periphery: where main stage

FIGURE 3. Shirabyōshi wearing courtier cap as she enthralls temple attendants.
(Screenshot from Noh Dojoji)
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and bridgeway meet. This convergence accentuates gender ambiva-
lence at a liminal site onstage. The stage assistants help the shite put on
the eboshi at this threshold, and then, “the shite goes to the first pine
and stares up at the bell” (Brazell 1999: 197). The place where the
shirabyōshi’s costume change commences underscores her marginality.

The shirabyōshi’s physical oscillation across the stage/bridge
border accompanies a material shift in gendered garments, the
coordination of which symbolizes the dancer’s transition further past
the cusp of normalcy toward a liminal register and foreshadows her
violation of the temple’s center. The “iro-iro ni” uttered as the shite
retakes the stage marks the dancer’s flashy fan-work, but the erotic
valence of “iro” insinuates a sexual energy she exudes when dancing so
vigorously. The temple attendants’ attraction toward the dancer, then,
issues from her movements’ virtuosity along with their erotic charge.

The phrase “eboshi o shibashi kari ni kite” is suggestive as well.
“Kari” puns on “borrow” (借り) and “temporary” (仮); my “borrowing it
for a moment” incorporates both meanings. The eboshi is “borrowed” in
that the shirabyōshi receives it from a temple attendant, but tellingly, the
latter “kari’s” valences include “provisional,” “improvised,” and
“fictitious.” If we consider the woman’s donning of the masculine
eboshi with these valences of “kari” in mind, then her performative act
suggests transient gender identities improvised in their fabrication
from moment to moment. Not only the masculine guise assumed
through the eboshi, then, but also the ostensibly natural feminine guise
the woman wears, thus emerges as tenuously fictitious. By denaturaliz-
ing her gender through her performance, the shirabyōshi circumvents
regulatory fictions marshaled to partition masculinity and femininity,
and to posit women as unworthy of entrance.

Didacticism and Lessons in Identification
The dancer defers the men’s ability to posit her purely as

“female,” captivating them with a heady blend of lust, curiosity, and
dread. The shirabyōshi is not just alluring, but also threatening to the
extent that in cinching the outer robe near his hips, the actor slightly
lifts his hemline, alluding to the hideous “truth” lurking beneath the
character’s facade. “In didactic writings,” writes Barbara Ruch, “women
are described as ‘messengers from hell’ and as having ‘the appearance
of a bodhisattva but the heart of a serpent’” (Ruch 2002: 466–467). This
demonic interior peeks through in the scale-patterned surihaku under-
robe. This secret spills out in Dōjōji’s second half, when scales replace
the karaori (Chinese weave) as the demon’s outer-robe.

Misogynistic belief in women’s hidden wickedness justifies extra
inspection, making it incumbent upon dutiful men to expose the
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deceitful interloper’s “serpent heart.” Abe ameliorates these negative
implications, arguing that premodern women’s marginality under-
wrote their sacred qualities (Abe 1989: 188–191). Still, vigilance against
demons and temptation obliged monastic policing of the sort Dōjōji
depicts, especially since “the woman as female snake (that is,
simultaneously phallic and female) embodies the animal nature of
both male and female sexuality” (Klein 1991: 307).

To understand nō’s role in medieval Japanese society, we might
also consider Dōjōji’s didactic thrust alongside medieval demonic
“cautionary tales” (Kawashima 2001: 257). The play could educate the
viewing public by catering to a misogynistic appetite for spectacle, since,
according to Terry Kawashima, “demonized women were portrayed as
possessors of sexual capital and the potential for polyandrous relation-
ships. . . as well as the capacity for trickery and violence” (p. 256).
Accordingly, Virginia Skord Waters describes the famous illustrated
handscroll rendition of the Dōjōji legend as impacting Buddhist
proselytizing and teaching during the late-sixteenth century (Skord
Waters 1997: 59–60). The drama would perpetuate a visceral image
of female deviance mandating male surveillance—with punitive
implications.

There is, moreover, the added resonance the eboshi possesses as
an icon of aristocratic male privilege. The shirabyōshi becomes the locus
not just of the temple attendants’ visual desire for an androgynous
woman’s performance, but arguably also of an underlying status envy
held by an audience of medieval warriors and commoners for the
cachet courtiers possessed. Added doses of onstage combat, which
Jacob Raz marks as a late-Muromachi (1333–1573) development
occurring as nō’s patronage base shifted from religious institutions to
elite samurai, only augmented Dōjōji’s magnetism (Raz 1983: 131–136).

Desires Surrounding the “Aberrant Rhythm”

The woman announces, “I’ll dance with all my heart” (gaibun mai
o mai sōrau beshi), yet the temple men have no clue what this will entail.
One attendant commands: “Show us an entertaining dance!” (omoshirou
mai o maute onmise sōrōe). Handing the shirabyōshi an eboshi, the two
watchmen leer gleefully. The ranbyōshi performed at this juncture is a
special dance betweenDōjōji’s first and second acts: “She lifts the hem of
her robe a little with her left hand and lifts and stamps her feet as if
she were climbing step by step up to the bell” (Brazell 1999: 198).
Any solemnity lent by donning the courtier’s cap is undercut by the coy
hem lift.

In the ranbyōshi the shite performs a variation on the standard
suriashi (“sliding foot”) pattern: he minces steps more than usual,
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walking in tight foot-length triangles; this makes his approach to the
bell excruciatingly slow. As the dance begins, absence of chorus
chanting or full musical accompaniment focuses aural attention on the
shoulder-drummer’s especially elongated drum calls (kakegoe). Cali-
brated drum-strikes sound each time the ball of the shite’s foot touches
the stage, punctuating one step’s end while cueing the next with
“telepathic” synchronization (Bethe 2002: 206). We should remember,
however, that this performative intimacy’s telepathic character results
from scores of rehearsals: “Formy first performance I did what is known
as ‘A Hundred Days Training,’ during which I practiced this dance
repeatedly every day for three months” (Tsumura 1984: 111).

This dance manifests a display of subjection anchored in
spectacular discipline. The bare rhythm mounts slowly as the woman
edges toward the bell hovering near the center of the stage; gradually
quickening beats feel like a time-bomb ticking down to the moment
when she glares at the bell, steals toward it, and explodes up into its
recesses. Seated, head priest and his coterie cluster at the witness-seat,

FIGURE 4. Actor Kanze Kiyokazu and shoulder-drummer Iida Seiichi engaged
in the distinctive ranbyōshi dance. (Screenshot from Noh Dojoji)
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their blank expressions and orientation slightly askew of the section of
the stage where the dancer cavorts. This posture signals the virtue of
worldly detachment, as well as their removal spatially from ground-zero
of the dancer’s performance.

If we consider that this woman’s dance is contiguous with but also
differentiated from the larger drama within which it occurs, then we
might read such an instance of embedded onstage performance as
referring allegorically to the contemporary viewing situation established
offstageaswell.Wecanvisualize the schemaof lookingengenderedby the
woman’s dance as a concentric cooperative arrangement radiating
outward from a single spectacular core: at the very center is the female
dancer; the most proximate audience around her are the bumbling
attendants (played by comic kyōgen actors); seemingly oblivious to this
scene is the abbot and his retinue, sitting in a staunch clump near the
witness-pillar; directly behind them sit the chorus members, who, along
with the four musicians and the extra stage attendants who help raise,
secure, and lower the bell prop, hedge the back and stage left edges;
finally, enclosing the small communities onstage, sits the audience,
farthest removed from the action yet still anticipating its crescendo. In
this play, “the stage is the bell tower and the whole theatre, including the
audience seats, becomes the temple precincts. . . . [T]he members of
the audience, like it or not, are made into the pious men and women
takingpart in thededicationserviceof thetemplebell. Indeed, theywatch
with bated breath as the illusion they are helping to create develops
onstage” (Komparu 1983: 95). As the shirabyōshi dons the courtier’s cap
and hitches up her kimono to dance, she interposes herself between
onstage and offstage audiences whose desires fluctuate as time slows and
they gaze on her figure with “bated breath.”

The woman’s rage builds, and she brandishes her fan like a
weapon upon nearing the bell. Whereas the eboshi was initially
bequeathed by an acolyte, by the ranbyōshi’s end the shirabyōshi
spitefully strips it by herself. The chorus initially alternates lines with the
shite, but their voices overtake his once the forceful “large rhythm” (ō-
nori) chanting commences.6 The fictional woman seethes. Emboldened
by the pounding rhythm, the actor zooms toward the bell, loosens the
cap’s cord, and whacks the hat off his head with a hard backhand swipe
of his closed fan. This exceptional gesture culminates the shirabyōshi’s
dance and marks a crucial transition in her portrayal, altering the way
she is desired.

Inhabiting the Bell, Bolstering Brotherhood
The bell’s stolid border demands the dancer adopt a

categorically feminine identity that dispels male doubts. Logistically,
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the actor cannot enter the bell with the hat on because its tip extends
well past the bell’s base. The physical obstacle posed by this headgear
parallels its symbolic significance. As an architectural barrier the bell
silently insists the dancer quit her cross-dressing antics and revert to a
disambiguated gendered persona. There is—literally—no room for
ambiguous sexuality here. The shirabyōshi’s violent gesture of ditching
the masculine hat repudiates her earlier fashion statement. Although
still a protean performative figure, without the masculine cap the
dancer cannot be recognized as such—a detail making all the diffe-
rence in terms of how Dōjōji’s men treat her. In discarding external
markers of masculinity and nobility, the shirabyōshi exposes herself as all
woman, thus deserving the monks’ full reprisal.

The captive power we sensed as the bell was first carried onstage
is actuated when the stagehands release the cord—fed through a
pulley equipped on nō stages solely for this play—and send the bell
plunging to imprison the actor. The bell’s fall disables dually,
signifying the woman’s physical and psychic submission to both
religious and artistic imperatives. The ovular bell symbolizes a womb-
like structure wherein the woman remakes herself. In injecting herself
into the bell with an upward thrust, however, the shirabyōshi disrupts
the boundaries of the men’s religious community by penetrating the
spatial locus of their spiritual power. The bell is not just an inner
feminine space, but also a sacred object whose purity the men must
defend against feminine evil.

Stage attendants heave the thick cord secured to the crown of
the massive bell, hauling it up in agonizing inches, rim trembling with
each tug. When they first set their footing and bear down on the cord,
they abet a disrobing whose strain furrows their brows.

Akin to a womb, the bell prop envelops the actor, allowing them
to change costume and metamorphose in two main ways: from dancer
to demon, and from amateur to professional. The massive garment is
languidly withdrawn, unsheathing the refashioned woman’s body from
the floor up. As the stage attendants incrementally uncover the altered
woman poised beneath the bell, its slight swaying upward movement
resembles a striptease: red or white fabric and golden silk scales
scintillating out of the bell’s shadow as it ascends. We saw a similar feint
in the first act of the play, with the hem-lift. Now, items of clothing—the
hat, robe, and bell—have been sloughed outright: “When the bell is
raised, the dancer has been transformed into a demonic figure. As she
stands, she wraps a robe around her, later shedding it as a serpent would
shed its skin. She wears long red hakama, a hannya [horned female
demon] mask, and a red headpiece (kashira) and carries a demon’s
mallet” (Brazell 1999: 205).
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This demonic transformation becomes an apotheosis of
homosocial anxieties. Anxious men exclude women to maintain their
community’s putative purity. The transformation helps that male
community unite to banish the serpent-demon—along with their own
desires, heterosexual or otherwise. At least two differential movements
occur: a gender bifurcation, and a status distinction dividing religious
men based on wherewithal and spiritual commitment. Gradations in
piety surface between the lowly monks who ogle the dancer and permit
her entrance versus the abbot and his retinue who conquer evil. Thus
the shirabyōshi’s dance also exacerbates differentiations in rank among
temple men.

Donning the eboshi, the woman becomes an expedient foil, an
object of heterosexual desire that served as an entity onto which
homoerotic or homosocial male desires could be cast. Hence we “see
male desire being projected onto women, a projection that enabledmen
to deny those negative aspects of their own sexual nature that had to be
eliminated in order for enlightenment to occur” (Klein, 1991: 307). Cap
removed,however, sherepresents something far less equivocal: adazzling
threat. Such a radical shift in significance indicates the ease with which
her value as a sexual symbol can be refigured within this homosocial
erotic economy. She is first an object of visual desire and then of
abhorrence. Gazing at this female demon erects a gender binary in one

FIGURE 5. Stagehands haul the bell prop up slowly to reveal the shite, who
changed into a demon costume and mask while concealed by the bell.
(Screenshot from Noh Dojoji)
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fell swoop—along misogynistic lines. Through the monks’ exorcism of
the woman’s serpent-demon form, the major and minor sins of both
heterosexual and homoerotic desire can be purged, allowing for a
guiltless refortification of male–male communal bonds and renewed
faith in gender’s regulatory fictions.

Regulatory Fictions of Femininity
Dōjōji’s plot turns on lusting for women while demanding their

exclusion. Policing the temple’s territory strengthens fraternal ties
within its religious community. Consolidating these ties proves harder
work without a common foe. Thus the female dancer plays a pivotal
role: foil against which men’s fraternal feeling, religious rectitude, and
masculine self-image can be buttressed. Punishing her purifies notions
of their own holiness andmanhood—fictive or not. The collective work
of putting this female figure in her place—in sensational fashion, no

FIGURE 6. Shite Kanze Kiyokazu and waki Mori Tsuneyoshi battle during the
climactic exorcism. (Screenshot from Noh Dojoji)
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less—allows their masculine fantasy to occupy outsize portions of
psychic and physical space. As Faure notes, these institutions “always
perceived themselves as utopian, ultramundane spaces” (Faure 2003:
244), touting a self-image premised upon a male homosocial ideal:
“Monks were symbolically encircled, contained. Although female
transgression was condemned, it was implicitly understood as a
structural prerequisite of the site’s sacredness” (p. 245). Consequently,
all the drama that follows the enigmatic dancer’s arrival at the temple
gate grants chances for men of varying status and virtue to test their
mettle and reinstall patriarchal order.

Beyond analyzing how the gendered dimensions of this
reinstatementunfoldwithin theplay’sdramaticworld, I’malso interested
inhowasimilardynamicplaysoutwithin thehomosocialcommunityofnō
actors. As an allegory, Dōjōji bespeaks an aspect of the larger nō world in
which it operates. Specifically, because of the extreme technical skill and
physical stamina required to stage theplay successfully,Dōjōji functions as
an initiation ritual for actors aspiring to become professionals. To
perform the exacting ranbyōshi dance, leap into the falling bell prop, and

FIGURE 7. Waki Mori Tsuneyoshi as the abbot who finally restores order.
(Screenshot from Noh Dojoji)
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smoothly change costume inside the pitch-black bell, demonstrates the
extent of the actor’s trainingbefore a scrutinizing all-male audienceofnō
practitioners situated onstage, along with the larger offstage audience.
Indeed,manyof thenōprofessionals onstagemaintain apersonal stake in
the performance, being members of the same school or even biological
family as the main actor.

Every time I watch Dōjōji, I’m struck by the sheer number of men
crowding the stage. Dōjōji capitalizes on men’s coordinated efforts to a
unique degree. Between the ranbyōshi and the impeccably-timed bell
drop, men synchronize their efforts in this play and this scene to an
extent unmatched in other nō plays. Themen’s cognizance of the play’s
exceptionally high professional and even mortal stakes puts a premium
on their collective body moving in unison—with scant room for error.

In this context, Dōjōji’s dramatic theme of aspiring to earn
entrance into a male homosocial community echoes the professional
situation faced by the aspiring actor. The actor, playing the margin-
alized female dancer intent on getting in, shares something of her
predicament. Both have to prove their worth, and both must do so
through shifting their appearance and dancing under intense scrutiny
with utmost skill and poise. The “aberrant rhythm” dance is an omo-

FIGURE 8. Dōjōji’s stage crowded with men. (Screenshot from Noh Dojoji)
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narai: a “weighty teaching” of the highest order, transmitted secretly
and guarded with extreme prejudice. As Eric Rath argues, during the
Edo period this dance’s arcane status intensified, its boosted symbolic
value becoming the linchpin of nō troupe genealogist Kanze
Motonobu’s (d. 1666) lineage’s legitimacy and superiority (Rath
2004: 157–158). This historical shift in the dance’s function becomes
central to the defense of nō by becoming an emblem of exclusivity.
Today, owing in large part to that early-modern legacy, the ranbyōshi
serves a similar purpose as the centerpiece of the play whose successful
performance ratifies an actor’s professional credentials.

Today approximately 250 of the roughly 1600 professional nō
practitioners are women. However, Komparu school actor Tomiyama
Noriko declares that “[e]verybody knows that if a man is available, the
woman’s only in the way—even if she’s a professional. No matter how
lacking in talent a man may be, he’s still considered better than any
woman” (Prideaux 2004). This assertion suggests that successful
spectacles of virtuosity or discipline must be rethought in relation to
longstanding gender biases. In considering gender’s structuring
influence, the exclusivity emphasized in Dōjōji both somatically and
symbolically relates to other ritualistic practices designed to fortify
fraternal ties among nō actors. Here I have in mind the “separate fire”
(bekka) tradition mandating men’s abstention from female contact to
maintain purity required to prepare for performing the ritual Okina
(“The Old Man”) (Rath 2000: 255–256).7 On this score plays like Dōjōji,
and more ritualistic performances like Okina, stress the hazards of
heterosexual contact. In both plays a notion of purity and rectitude
operates, casting an idealized masculine identity in exclusionary terms.

This link materializes both choreographically and thematically.
Tsumura explains that, “the actor dancing the ranbyōshi must show,
through the quality of his stamps and accompanying movements, the
ritual blessing being transformed into an expression of hopeless
frustrationandevilofattachment” (Tsumura1984: 111), thus connecting
the footwork to those “ritualistic stamps (henbai)” Bethe identifies as
occurring in “Okina’s ‘Heaven, Earth, and Man’ dance” (Bethe 2002:
227n32). Simultaneously, however, the allegorical significance of the
ritual’s predication upon containment of a feminine threat resonates
with Dōjōji’s tenor. As Rath explains, “Although Okina is a dominant
symbolofnō’s traditions,performers cannotmakeequal claims toOkina’s
legacy. The number of women professionals continues to increase, but
women cannot take part in theOkina performance. . . . Okina ought to
be viewed less as a premodern religious artifact than as amodernmyth of
thepostwarnōprofession.Thismyth is sustained through its reenactment
in performances and nō discourse, where it is resuscitated again and
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again, as a strategy of domination” (Rath 2000: 261–262). Here, the fact
that Hōshō school actress Kageyama Michiko was forbidden to touch
Dōjōji’s bell prop (Prideaux 2004), and, according to Teele, “[i]n Kyoto,
the home of the head of the Kongō school, women are not even allowed
backstage prior to Dōjōji performances” (Rath 2001: 108), indicates
deeper dominative ideologies at work.

Indeed,Dōjōji stands out as a site of contentionprecisely because it
is not wholly bound by Okina’s gynophobic mandates for ritual purity.
And yet, the play carries exceptional symbolic weight, performing a
decisive role within an actor’s career. Here, spectacular discipline hinges
on less conspicuouspragmaticmatters, suchasaccess: tobemore specific,
how infrequently female actors are allowed to take the stage compared to
their male counterparts. Typically these women are unable to gain
comparable amounts of standard performance experience, let alone
rehearse the exceedingly secret and strenuous special components
setting Dōjōji apart. According to Tsumura Reijirō, “For the performer,
this atmosphere creates cruel demands on his understanding of his art.
Theactor is always aware thatwith this performancehe is expected togive
proof of his right to be accepted as a fully qualified master actor”
(Tsumura 1984: 109). And here the contemporary situation of female
performers foregrounds the gendered dimensions of these “cruel
demands,” insofar as an unspoken ideal of male homosociality persists
despite the insistent presence of women within nō.

Crucially, inDōjōji theanti-femaleprohibition’s aggressiveenforce-
ment highlights monastic masculinity’s precariousness. The iterative
nature of ritual counts here, as an ostensible guarantor of stability. The
constitutive instability of gender and, by extension, of the ties that bind
same-sex communities, mobilize continual upkeep. This is where perfor-
mance matters most. If gender congeals through a stylized repetition of
acts, thenweneedtounderstandthatnot just theratebutalsothe intensity
with which these acts transpire reinforces their impression of coherence,
efficacy, and authority. I stress the notion of spectacle because the
repetitive gestures necessary for producing recognizable social norms
prove most effective when they are not just visible but remarkable. The
momentous gesture, skillfully executed, can do more work than its less
perceptible counterparts in cementing cultural mores.

Dōjōji presents us with just such an example. Spectacles of
seduction and exorcism centered on the shirabyōshi’s transgression allow
illicit desires to percolate and imperil the communal order before being
successfully disciplined—and repressed—once more. The whole play
pivotsonredressingthis feminine threat.Tocomplicate things,however, I
want to emphasize how the spectacular punishment we witness in Dōjōji
intersects amorenuancednotion of discipline, particularly in its relation
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to masculine fantasies of mastery. Notably, these fantasies underpin
events within the play proper and within the larger nō world.

Assessing Subjection’s Utility and Costs
Both theprotagonistsofDōjōjiandthemembersof thecommunity

of nō professionals desire spectacular discipline. Male characters and
performers want to see a good show and a good show of faith, both of
which entail considerable artistic and religious devotion. As a monastic
community, the templemencrave this opportunity touniteandexpel the
masqueradingmenace. Simultaneously, givenDōjōji’s crucial role as a rite
of passage, these scenes all constitute intervals of intensive scrutiny
whereinanaspiringactor’s superiors judgehow spectacularhisdiscipline
—and commitment to it—mightultimately become.This actor is pushed
tohis limit andeverymanonstage is staring to see ifhe’llmeasureup.Will
he nail the ranbyōshi’s intricate timing? Will he bell-leap at the perfect
instant? Will he complete his costume change under the unlit bell,
unassisted? The actor must lay all these doubts to rest.

But he needs help. Fraternal ties that operate within the play and
within the broader brotherhood of actors that stage it rely on both actual
discipline and Dōjōji’s spectacle of discipline to function optimally.
Without such spectacular performances to which these men can bear
witness and respondphysically, theirhomosocial tiesmightdissolve. “The
allure of restraint”matters as a pivotal element of this dynamic.Onebasic
way to readwhat occurs is as anexample of projection: theDōjōjimen fear
their inability to regulate their own desires, so they combine forces to
regulate the body of the common female enemy instead; this lets them
pretend to expel the heterosexual desire deemed illicit within their
monasticcommunityalongwith the femaledancer.Here it’s important to
consider restraint’s multiplematerializations in the play. We see it first in
the head monk’s announcement that women shall be restricted from
entering the temple grounds on this special occasion of the bell’s
rededication, in the initial barring of the woman from the inner sanctum
by the templeattendants, in thecinchedcordof thecourtierhat shewears
to seducethoseattendants intodropping theirguard, in thepainstakingly
mechanistic traction of the ranbyōshi rhythm, and most strikingly, in the
snake-demon’s gestation beneath the hefty bell.

These forms of restraint index larger theatrical and social
contexts in which the performing body becomes inescapably subject to
external desires beyond its control. Most instances of restraint in Dōjōji
center on surveillance’s subordinating voyeurism. Simply put, the play
reveals that much masculine labor and pleasure involves monitoring,
directing, and restraining female movement. The wandering dancer’s
allure stems from the fact that in this male homosocial domain she can
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be detained, enjoined to dance, and ejected once she’s outlived her
usefulness. I would posit a fine line between restraint and self-restraint.
Dōjōji suggests that a desire to restrain the female body intersects men’s
desire for self-control. This ugly truth erupts in the strains placed
on obedience to Buddhist superiors and on monastic celibacy. Yet
simultaneously, Dōjōji’s function as a professional proving ground for
aspiring actors means that their capacity to perform self-restraint
through the grueling ranbyōshi—ideally in the most imperturbably
virtuosic manner possible—determines their future in the nō world.

The gatekeepers vetting the aspirant expect a blend of
exceptional competency and self-possession that confirms a commit-
ment to the tradition worthy of recognition as a professional nō actor.
Kanze actor Tamoi Hiromichi graciously explained to me that an actor
must successfully perform the play Shōjō (The Drunken Sprite) in its
special midare (disrupted) version, which involves an especially difficult
technique of dancing on one’s toes, before attempting Dōjōji.8 Usually
performing Dōjōji for the first (and often only) time in his thirties, the
aspiring actor’s primary task is to perform in such a way that he
convinces those elders scrutinizing him not just of his technical mastery
but also of his potential to extend until his death the discipline he has
demonstrated thus far in his acting journey (Tsumura 1984: 105).

Historically, performing Dōjōji has been a matter of life and
death, with Bethe explaining that “A diary entry from 1592 mentions
the breaking of the bell rope and that injuries during performances of
Dōjōji were ‘common events since long past’” and “the costume change
within the bell prop is another feat of virtuosity in this piece” (Bethe
2002: 206, 210). Actors have been killed or injured as the result of
timing or positioning on the shite’s part being a hairsbreadth off, or
imperceptibly imperfect coordination among shite and stagehands
tasked with dropping the prop, where “embedded in the base, are one
hundred kilograms of lead” (Tsumura 1984: 112).

A harrowing confluence of the issues raised here regarding
Dōjōji’s high-stakes intersection of gender, performance, and the
exclusivity of homosocial spheres occurred in December of 2016 when
Oshima Kinue (b. 1974), daughter of Kita school actor and Important
Intangible Cultural Treasure, Oshima Masanobu (b. 1942), became
one of only a handful of women in modern history to attempt Dōjōji.9

Following a stellar ranbyōshi, she was unfortunately injured seriously
during the bell-entrance, breaking her leg upon landing under the bell
(Yoshimura 2016). Although she successfully changed costume, she
could not perform the demon’s exorcism battle and required relief by
the kōken, who completed the performance in her stead.10 This
contemporary instance encapsulates a darker aspect of nō’s legacies of
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spectacular discipline and exclusion, spotlighting the traumatic
potential latent in testing the actor’s grace under untold pressure.
With such extraordinary risks for an actor’s physical well-being and
professional reputation, which only intensify for those precious few
female nō performers, it becomes critical to calibrate how to negotiate
the boundary between what’s safe and what’s show-stopping.

This tension seeps outward, permeating the consciousness of all
those men watching and perspiring as they hang on the shite’s every
move, especially as he readies himself for his decisive leap into the
potentially lethal bell. His success hinges on prior lessons, and on their
own flawless vigilance now. As Tsumura attests, “The shite’s performance
depends immeasurably upon the support of over thirty participants.
Among nō plays it takes the greatest amount of effort to be successfully
produced” (Tsumura 1984: 112–113).

Although the protagonist loses her cool and wreaks havoc as a
snake demon, in its function as a professional test the play traditionally
mandates the shite do just the opposite: marshal all his energies to
convince professional actors surrounding him that he is worthy of their
respect. The fact is that it is through the vehicle of the transgressive
female dancer that the aspiring nō actor advances his candidacy,
petitioning to be recognized officially and gain entrance, much like the
maligned woman he depicts. While her titillating inability to repress
rage makes for thrilling conflict and invigorates fraternal ties, his
capacity to navigate the gauntlet of her character’s supernatural
physicality unscathed proclaims his lifelong promise as an actor. The
more spectacular his capacity for self-discipline in this theatrical
context, the better his chances of entering nō’s overwhelmingly male
preserve. Thus the allure of self-restraint anchors a pursuit of
accomplishment, acceptance, and long-term occupational security—
historically gendered masculine.

Conclusion
Desiring spectaculardiscipline involves beholdinghowabody can

be unmistakably restrained yet still manage to maneuver amidst such
limits. This negotiation of restraint derives its potency from gender
disparities visible in both premodern and contemporary contexts. In the
end, desiring spectacular discipline entails desiring a bridling or
displacement of excess, a process whose dazzling quality presses men
to affiliate more intently. The specter of a lurking indeterminacy and
indiscipline thatmustbeoverseenandbanishedhauntsboth the fictional
drama and its contemporary real-world legacy. In Dōjōji’s case, some
measure of its dramatic appeal comes from its portrayal of how
homosocial conformity affects fictional and actual performers. Function-
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ing as a rite of passage, part of the drama’s dynamism rests in displaying
how overlapping subjections to patriarchal norms play out.

Vitally, this subjection unfolds as the aspiring nō actor stakes his—
or, far less often, “her”—career on the vehicle of a misogynistic medieval
drama. Furthermore, histories of medieval and contemporary misogyny
undergird the nō actor’s initiation attempt. After all, regardless of their
sex, the aspiring actor’s success depends in this instance on the symbolic
figure of the transgressive female dancer being successfully straightened,
contained, and exorcized: disciplined in spectacular fashion. Ultimately,
theactor’s virtuositydependsuponthemassivecontemptshetriggersand
the absorbing subordination she shoulders.
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NOTES

1. The ranbyōshi (“aberrant rhythm”) dance, whose performance
methods are a fiercely guarded secret, is an especially slow dance performed in
this play by the main actor and the shoulder-drummer. Between the first and
second acts, a bell-entrance occurs when the actor leaps up into the hanging
bell prop precisely as it is released by stage attendants. The actor then changes
costume from dancer to demon underneath the fallen bell.

2. Probably post-dating Kanze Motoakira’s (d. 1774) time, formaliza-
tion likely occurred during the Meiji era. See Rath 2004: 197–202.

3. The other two are Kanawa (The Iron Crown) and Aoi no Ue
(Lady Aoi).

4. Zeami links shirabyōshi (female “white rhythm” dancer who dressed
in male clothing) and monogurui (madwoman), an archetypal nō protagonist,
in Fūshikaden (Trasmitting the Flower through Effects and Attitudes,
1400–1418) (see Hare 2008: 32).

5. “YKS” refers to the annotated collection Yōkyokushū (Anthology of nō
plays), edited by Yokomichi and Omote (1963). Translations are mine, unless
noted otherwise.

6. Ōnori consist of one syllable per beat.
7. Okina, posited by some as the origin of nō, is upheld as nō’s most

sacred ritual, which women are forbidden to perform and for which male
participants must remain untainted by the impurity of female contact.

8. Personal communication with Tamoi Hiromichi.
9. Miyanishi notes that Adachi Reiko has participated in the piece three

times (see Miyanishi 2006a).
10. I thank Yasuko Yokoshi for alerting me to this incident, and

especially Mariko Anno, a student of Oshima Kinue’s who attended the
performance, for sharing details with me. I wish Oshima much future success.
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